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For as long as we humans have been able to communicate, we’ve told stories. Through storytelling
we’ve been able to share experiences, to build connections with each other, to create community,
and to heal.
Every week, a group of Homes First clients gathers to participate in the Writing for Recovery
program, a series of writing and storytelling workshops that focus on the issue of harm reduction.
And there to help facilitate and lead the process, you’ll find volunteer Gideon.
Gideon began volunteering with Homes First’s Community Development Department five months
ago, helping to administer the Writing for Recovery program where residents from Strachan House
and Savards use writing and storytelling as a means of building community and as part of the
process of recovery.
In the short time he’s been leading the meetings, Gideon has developed a respectful relationship
with the peers, and he’s been instrumental in helping to foster an environment where residents can
be open and honest about their experiences.

Everyone Needs a Home

The 25-year-old Toronto native is finishing a master’s degree in political science at York University,
investigating neo-liberalism and the decline of social services. He plans to ultimately get his
doctorate at York. Gideon’s academic studies are what led him to seek out ways to help out at the
ground level.
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“I wanted to get involved with an organization that was committed to the value of housing as a
social right,” Gideon says. “I thought that Homes First embodies that and I wanted to get involved
It's National Volunteer Week with it any way I could.”
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The Writing for Recovery program features four weekly workshops every month. Two of them are
writing workshops, one led by a volunteer writer from the community and one led by a worker at
CAMH’s Queen West facility who provides information on harm reduction.
Two peer leaders host the other two workshops where they incorporate the harm reduction skills
gained and help lead their fellow peers in the process. The stories they’re writing will eventually be
published in an anthology of the peers’ experiences of harm reduction.
Gideon has witnessed the peers and peer leaders in the program developing a sense of

Gideon has witnessed the peers and peer leaders in the program developing a sense of
empowerment through the workshops.
“You can tell that they have a sense of ownership over the process, and a sense of responsibility and
a desire to learn about harm reduction,” he says. “They definitely seem committed and really
engaged in that process.”
As for Gideon, he’s also gained a lot from being involved with the program.
“It’s really a great experience to get to interact and become involved with people who have great
ideas and great spirits,” he says, “and to feel like you’re participating in something with them on an
equal level towards a common goal.”
Gideon’s story is one that we see in many of our volunteers: a little learning, a lot of caring, and a
big desire to help make a difference.

Written by Jim Kelly – Homes First Volunteer Blogger

Every Thursday and Friday, Ivan (or as Homes First staff affectionately call him, Pops) volunteers as a “helper” at our
Scarborough Shelter. Twice a week Pops hops on transit from his new apartment in Kensington Market to make the
hour-long trek to his former home.
Pops has been transient for several years. Three years ago he found himself at our Scarborough Shelter. From there, he
says he started to make plans in regards to the direction he wanted his life to head in.
With the help of staff, Pops received guidance and housing support, eventually securing a room at Strachan House.
Staff regularly checked in with Ivan to see how he was adapting to his new living situation, and when a bachelor
apartment at Bellevue House opened up, Pops jumped at the chance to move yet again. “Now I feel very comfortable,
and I hope for my life to get a little bit better,” he says.
Pops has always been active in the community- he used to serve meals at Sherbourne and Dundas and hand out
survival kits as a Street Health volunteer- but he became a regular Homes First contributor when he first moved into the
Shelter. “Homes First has given me an opportunity to find myself and they have also supported me in many ways that I
appreciate. I felt like I needed to give back something because they have helped me and they have helped a lot of
people.”
At our Scarborough Shelter, Pops wears many hats. He helps in the kitchen; unloads trucks; stocks the stockroom;
cleans up the yard and common areas, taking on any task that is thrown his way. He says volunteering has improved
his self-confidence and given him a more positive outlook on life. The impact is immeasurable: “I feel worthy.”
Pops is eager to share the difference volunteering has made in his life. ”It’s a personal choice, but I wish more people
could give a little more time volunteering, and give a little bit more of themselves.”
To all our amazing volunteers- thank you for giving a little bit of yourselves to our cause!

